
Gallery Talk for Foreign Visitors
“Hokusai Manga” Reserve here

5/12（Sun） Easy Japanese
5/19（Sun） English

Katsushika Hokusai was a Japanese artist, who lived 
in Edo (now Tokyo) around 250 years ago. He’s one of 
the most famous authors of ukiyo-e, popular 
woodblock prints depicting actors, courtesans, 
l andscapes ,  e t c .  The  “Hokusa i  Manga ”  i s  a  
multi-volume drawing manual, containing sketches  
of various subjects he produced for his pupils to 
copy. In this Gallery Talk we will visit an exhibition 
dedicated to the “Hokusai Manga” .

・ Campus Members’ university students　

・ Elementary and junior high school students　　
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　 1F Entrance (workshops take place in other places too)　　　　　

   10:00 - 16:00
　 Free (workshops require a separate fee)
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Nagasaki Crafts Festival

5/4（Sat）

A festival to showcase traditional crafts that have been passed down in Nagasaki for generations. 
You’ll have the chance to buy a variety of items, and also to try your hand at making your own craft. 
Just looking at all the products on display is sure to be a lot of fun!
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Welcome!

　 3F Exhibition Gallery
　 Adult ¥800  High school student ¥400
   Capacity: 15 people each day

      15:00 - 16:00

Japanese friends can join this event with you

Gallery Talk for Foreign Visitors - Upcoming Events

7/7 （Sun） Easy Japanese
7/14（Sun） English

3/9 （Sun） Easy Japanese
3/16（Sun） English

10/13（Sun） English
10/27（Sun） Easy Japanese

2025

“Nagasaki’s Festivals” “Nagasaki’s Arts & Crafts” “Nagasaki’s History”

2F Exhibition Gallery 15:00 - 16:00 Adult ¥500  High school student ¥250

Utsutsugawa
ware pottery

Stained glassDyed fabric items Silverwork

Tortoiseshell work Nagasaki embroidery

shell

Crafts you can buy

Nagasaki-style Koinobori 　 Event Square　　　　

   08:30 - 18:00
　 Free

　　　　　　　

4/16（Tue) - 5/6（Mon） 

In Japan, May 5 is known as “Children’s Day” . Families pray for the health and 
happiness of their children, and decorate their houses with carp-shaped 
windsocks called “koinobori” . You can see traditional Nagasaki-style koinobori 
in the Event Square (in the Museum’s courtyard).




